GCMs are three-dimensional and global in nature. Each GCM was designed to simulate realistic large-scale patterns of the general circulation of the ocean. However, models differ because they were designed at different times by different groups with different objectives and constraints. Table 1 provides a list of some of the principal model differences. All four models discretize the globe into a threedimensional network of grid cells. However, the number of grid cells varies, from tens of thousands for Princeton/GFDL to nearly a million for IPSL. Horizontal grid size varies most among models near the equator, by about a factor of 10 (from 0.5 ø to 4.5 ø , latitudinally). Vertically, models use from 12 to 30 layers to discretize the entire water column; models use from 2 to 10 layers for the surface 100 m. Many other fac- 
Boundary Conditions and Protocols
For OCMIP, all modeling groups used a standard set of geochemical boundary conditions in order that model output would be comparable. Within the ocean, all four models transport any passive tracer such as carbon (C) according to the conservation equation 
For •4C, • is the decay rate represented by its half-life (t•/2 -5730years); for CO2, which is almost entirely •2C
and laC, • -0.
We also accounted for the surface boundary conditions due to air-sea CO2 gas exchange. In practice, this amounts to accounting for the related surface level change in i.e., adding to the right-hand side of (1), in the surface level only, the following term:
where F is the air-sea carbon flux and AZl is the depth of the first layer.
We determined the air-sea CO2 flux F as
where K a is the gas transfer coefficient (mol C m -2 yr -• /•atm -•), pCO2a and pCO2o are the partial pressures of CO2 
Model Comparison
The range of estimates of global uptake of anthropogenic CO2 during the 1980s from the four OCMIP-1 models is 1.5-2.2 Pg C yr -1 (Table 2) Figures 8 and 9) show that three OCMIP models (Hadley, MPI, and Princeton/GFDL) overestimate data-based estimates of storage of anthropogenic CO, in deep waters of the Southern Ocean (south of 50øS).
The same trend is found in the Indian sector of the Southern Ocean (Figure 10) . North of 50øS, differences are more subtle, but all three sections reveal the opposite trend. That is, simulated penetration of anthropogenic CO, in all models is generally shallower than that estimated from the data.
Basin-wide inventories for the Atlantic Ocean, computed from the many data-based estimates from the TTO and SAVE data sets [Gruber, 1998 ], show substantial systematic differences relative to simulated results (Plate 2a). All models underestimate the Atlantic data-based inventory of anthropogenic CO9• between 50øS and 50øN, confirming the inadequate penetration seen in the same region on both Atlantic sections (Figures 8 and 9) . In that region, data-based estimates for anthropogenic CO, are thought to have uncertainties of about ñ20% (see below). In the southern subtropics, the Princeton/GFDL and Hadley models underestimate data-based estimates, generally by less than 20%, whereas the MPI and IPSL models underestimate data-based estimates by more than that amount. In the tropics, all models underestimate data-based estimates by more than 20%. In the northern subtropics, all of the models underestimate data-based estimates, but three of them (Hadley, MPI, and Princeton/GFDL) by less than 20%. The IPSL model consistently underestimates data-based inventories by more than 20% throughout most of the Atlantic basin.
That IPSL model's consistently low inventory suggests that its global air-sea flux is too low. Furthermore, given the 
Appendix: OCMIP-1 Gas Exchange
For OCMIP-1, the gas transfer coefficient in (4) and (6) was computed as Kg -ak,
where a is the CO2 solubility [Weiss, 1974] and k is the gas transfer velocity (also known as the piston velocity), which itself is a function of wind speed. Below we first describe the instantaneous satellite wind speed data set and then how we used that to construct monthly climatological maps of k for OCMIP.
For wind speed, we used the satellite data from the first and second Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSMfl).
These instruments were mounted aboard two satellites, F08 and F10, from the U.S. Air Force Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP). They were launched on June 19, 1987, and December 1, 1990, respectively. A complete description of the SSMfl data used in this study is given by Boutin and Etcheto [ 1997] .
From instantaneous estimates of wind speed u, we computed the average (u) and the standard deviation c•, for each month within each grid cell over a 2.5 ø x 2.5 ø global map. Grid cells were kept only if they contained more than 50 measurements per week. Next, we computed monthly clima-
